
The History Of Final Fantasy, Dragon Quest,
And The Rise Of Japanese RPGs in the
Gaming World
When it comes to role-playing games (RPGs), few countries have left a mark as
significant as Japan. Japanese RPGs are known for their epic storytelling,
captivating visuals, and unique gameplay mechanics. Two franchises that stand
out from the rest are Dragon Quest and Final Fantasy. These games have not
only revolutionized the RPG genre but also shaped the gaming industry in
unprecedented ways.

Dragon Quest: The Birth of a Classic

The year was 1986 when Enix Corporation released the first Dragon Quest game
for the Nintendo Entertainment System (known as the Famicom in Japan).
Created by Yuji Horii, with artwork by Akira Toriyama and music by Koichi
Sugiyama, Dragon Quest was an instant success in Japan.
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The game was a traditional turn-based RPG that followed a hero on a quest to
defeat an evil Dragonlord. It introduced innovative features such as a first-person
perspective in dungeons, a day-night cycle, and NPCs with distinct personalities.
Despite initial skepticism, Dragon Quest captivated gamers with its engaging
storyline, immersive world, and memorable characters.

Dragon Quest's success went beyond the gaming industry. It inspired animated
TV shows, manga adaptations, toys, and even created a phenomenon known as
"Dragon Quest Syndrome." The term referred to the game's popularity being so
widespread that it affected school attendance rates and work productivity in
Japan.

The Rise of Final Fantasy

Just one year later, in 1987, Hironobu Sakaguchi and his team at Square (now
known as Square Enix) released the first Final Fantasy game for the same
console. Like Dragon Quest, Final Fantasy aimed to capture players'
imaginations by immersing them in a fantastical world full of magic and
adventure.
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However, Final Fantasy took a different approach. It offered a more complex
character development system, allowing players to choose classes and
customize their party members. The game also introduced a dynamic combat
system and utilized innovative graphics for its time.

Similar to Dragon Quest, Final Fantasy quickly gained popularity, becoming a
household name in the gaming community. The game's success allowed the
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franchise to evolve, with subsequent releases introducing new features, improved
graphics, and deeper storytelling.

Japanese RPGs Conquer the World

As both Dragon Quest and Final Fantasy continued to grow in popularity, their
influence started to extend beyond Japan. By the 1990s, these games were
making their way to international markets, captivating gamers worldwide with their
intricate narratives and captivating gameplay.

The success of Dragon Quest and Final Fantasy paved the way for other
Japanese RPGs to thrive. Games like Chrono Trigger, Shin Megami Tensei, and
Tales of series became emblematic of the genre, introducing innovative gameplay
mechanics, intricate character development, and thought-provoking narratives.

Japanese RPGs gained a loyal fan base that appreciated their attention to detail,
deep storytelling, and rich gameplay experiences. These games offered an
alternative to the more action-oriented Western RPGs, providing a balance
between exploration, combat, and character progression.



The Evolution of Japanese RPGs

With the advent of more powerful gaming consoles and advancements in
technology, Japanese RPGs continued to evolve. The of 3D graphics, voice
acting, and more immersive worlds allowed for even greater storytelling
possibilities.
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Both Dragon Quest and Final Fantasy franchises have continued to release
sequels and spin-offs, each pushing the boundaries of what RPGs can achieve.
Final Fantasy VII, for example, was a groundbreaking release that not only
introduced advanced visuals but also explored more mature themes.

Mobile gaming also played a significant role in the continued success of
Japanese RPGs. With the rise of smartphones and tablets, players could now
enjoy captivating RPG experiences on-the-go. Games like Final Fantasy Tactics,
Fire Emblem, and the mobile adaptations of Dragon Quest and Final Fantasy
titles have successfully captivated a new generation of gamers.

The Legacy Lives On

Today, Japanese RPGs remain a fundamental pillar of the gaming industry. Titles
like Persona, Xenoblade Chronicles, and Nier: Automata continue the tradition of
captivating storytelling, immersive worlds, and strategic gameplay.

These games have not only shaped the gaming landscape but also influenced
other forms of media. Anime series, manga adaptations, and even Hollywood
movies have drawn inspiration from the rich worlds and engaging narrative
structures found in Japanese RPGs.

As we move into the future, it is clear that the legacy of Dragon Quest, Final
Fantasy, and other iconic Japanese RPGs will continue to thrive. Gamers eagerly
anticipate each new release, knowing that it will take them on a journey unlike
any other, full of memorable characters, epic battles, and emotional depth.

Are you ready to embark on a remarkable adventure? Dive into the world of
Japanese RPGs and indulge in the mesmerizing storytelling, captivating
gameplay, and breathtaking visuals. Discover why these games have captivated
the hearts of millions and experience the magic for yourself!



Click here to explore our curated collection of Japanese RPGs and start your
journey today!
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Take a journey through the history of Japanese role-playing games—from the
creators who built it, the games that defined it, and the stories that transformed
pop culture and continue to capture the imaginations of millions of fans to this
day.

The Japanese roleplaying game (JRPG) genre is one that is known for bold,
unforgettable characters; rich stories, and some of the most iconic and beloved
games in the industry. Inspired by early western RPGs and introducing
technology and artistic styles that pushed the boundaries of what video games
could be, this genre is responsible for creating some of the most complex, bold,
and beloved games in history—and it has the fanbase to prove it. In Fight, Magic,
Items, Aidan Moher guides readers through the fascinating history of JRPGs,
exploring the technical challenges, distinct narrative and artistic visions, and
creative rivalries that fueled the creation of countless iconic games and their
quest to become the best, not only in Japan, but in North America, too. 
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Moher starts with the origin stories of two classic Nintendo titles, Final Fantasy
and Dragon Quest, and immerses readers in the world of JRPGs, following the
interconnected history from through the lens of their creators and their stories full
of hope, risk, and pixels, from the tiny teams and almost impossible schedules
that built the foundations of the Final Fantasy and Dragon Quest franchises;
Reiko Kodama pushing the narrative and genre boundaries with Phantasy Star;
the unexpected team up between Horii and Sakaguchi to create Chrono Trigger;
or the unique mashup of classic Disney with Final Fantasy coolness in Kingdom
Hearts. Filled with firsthand interviews and behind-the-scenes looks into the
development, reception, and influence of JRPGs, Fight, Magic, Items
captures the evolution of the genre and why it continues to grab us, decades after
those first iconic pixelated games released.
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